
Smart simplicity is

a concept develo-

ped by The Boston

Consulting Group

to create competitive advantage in the

contemporary business environment.

In an interview to ET’s Rica Bhattacha-
ryya, BCG’s directors Yves Morieux
and Vikram Bhalla talk about the six

rules that managers can follow to

enhance output without adding orga-

nisational complexity. Excerpts:

What is smart simplicity?

Yves Morieux: Smart simplicity is a

new approach that BCG has developed

to create competitive advantage in the

new business environment. To attract

customers, to retain customers, to cre-

ate value today is six times more comp-

lex than it was 60 years ago. This is an

opportunity, not a problem. The real

problem is the way companies try to

respond to the new complexity. Com-

panies use the same approach to orga-

nise themselves to manage work, de-

sign work, perform work as they used

to in the good old days. The number of

requirements that companies have to

satisfy to create value is much more. 

The exponential of complicatedness

has two effects. First, people spend

more time writing reports. They spend

more and more of their time in mee-

tings because they have to coordinate

with more and more functions. There-

fore, this is killing productivity. Based

on BCG analysis managers spend 40%

of their time writing reports and 30% ti-

me in meetings. So, little time is left to

manage their teams. So teams are po-

orly managed, don’t work on the right

target, in the right directions or on the

right priorities. Teams spend 40-60%

of their time wasting their time becau-

se they have to do and redo and redo.

The second implication is in this laby-

rinth people get lost, people lose direc-

tion, lose meaning. People in the midd-

le of the organisation matrix get mise-

rable at work and disengage.

What are the solutions that smart

simplicity suggests?

Yves Morieux: Smart simplicity is how

lion dollar or five billion dollar mid-cap

or large sized companies the complexi-

ties are more internal…they start facing

organizational pains…they don’t have

the right structure, they don’t have the

right processes…at this point they look

for benchmarks from the developed

world, the best practices, and they be-

gin to copy the processes, the structu-

res, KPIs (key performance indicators),

KRAs (key result areas) and they get

stuck even worse. Then it doesn’t fit

their culture. 

As we have companies that are trying

to grow fast instead of going through

the same cycle we can do the smart way

from the beginning. For instance, one

of the things we do in India organising

for growth – how do you create the

right organisational model for a high

growth company and in that we use the

six rules of smart simplicity. 

We don’t try to create too many struc-

tures or one role for every market or

every product; we don’t create KPIs for

everything. We work on the simple ru-

les of how do you create a nimble orga-

nisation that can scale up and grow ve-

ry fast. In many companies for the last

few years we have been having a con-

versation with them in the context of

high growth. Tech in itself is not enough

if companies don’t change the ways of

working. Today the most prominent

companies in the world are using this

approach.

you can manage the new business comp-

lexity without becoming complicated to

create competitive advantage. It is abo-

ut improving performance and at the

same time satisfaction at work. The six

rules of smart simplicity include three

about improving autonomy – if you ha-

ve to better manage complexity you ha-

ve to use people’s judgement, their inge-

nuity, their adaptiveness, so you need to

give them more autonomy. There are

three rules about improving coopera-

tion so that autonomy is not misused.

How is smart simplicity applicable

to Indian organisations?

Vikram Bhalla: As Indian companies

are growing there are many inflection

points. When companies grow to a bil-
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Sugandh Shoppe

Deepak Thakral, a small entrepreneur 
from Nagpur, had transformed his tra-
ditional family business of manufactur-
ing and selling incense sticks and other 
fragrance products. Leveraging his 
experience of selling and distributing 
local brands in an unorganised market, 
Deepak conceptualised ‘Sugandh 
Shoppe’, an innovative model, a one-
stop shop for all devotional products in 
the year 2008. 
In 2004, Deepak joined ‘TIE’, a non-

profit association for entrepreneurs 
and attended his first TIE program in 
Delhi. Deepak heard eminent person-
alities like P Chidambaram, Nandan 
Nilekani speak about busi-
ness on a larger scale with 
huge numbers, which im-
pressed Deepak and made 
him question himself about 
the size and scalability of 
his own business. 
This became the foun-

dation stone to take his 
business from existing 
distributor model to a retail 
model, which eventually gave birth to 
the concept of Sugandh Shoppe fran-
chise system. 

Deepak decided to modernise and 
expand his business using franchising 
approach, very different from the 
one used by traditional small players 
in the incense stick industry. In early 
2008, Deepak finally launched his 
retail business of selling fragrances and 
related items through franchise system 
as a pilot project in Nagpur. Deepak 
registered a new company in the name 
of Sugandh Shoppe Pvt. Ltd. By the 
year 2009, Sugndh Shoppe grew into 

10 franchised outlets. Getting into 
multiple channels helped the business 
increase its reach and sustain business 
in one channel if the other was not 
working.
The family business inherited by 

Deepak was established in the year 
1950. With over 50 years of experi-
ence in incense stick manufacturing, 
the business was well established 
within central India. The core strengths 
of Deepak’s family business was the 
long number of years of experience in 
manufacturing incense products.

Core competence in manufactur-
ing of incense sticks was retained by 

outsourcing and re-branding 
other related products. 
Internal learning and growth 
led to favourable financial 
position and a growing 
customer base along with a 
clear vision that would unite 
people and lead them all to 
success. With only one store 
in Nagpur to over 40 pooja 
special stores in the last 7 

years, Deepak has been successful in 
retaining interest of franchisees and 
suppliers in this business format.

However, the future growth and suc-
cess of this model depends on several 
critical parameters. Is this model rep-
licable in smaller cities and towns? Are 
there any strategic alternatives avail-
able to Deepak apart from franchising 
Sugandh Shoppe stores in order to 
expand the business geographically?

By the early 1990s, with 126 stores 
across Germany, E.Schrodinger began 
to witness the first signs of saturation 
in the German retail industry. It was 
then that the company decided to ex-
plore new markets. 

By 1997, Schrodinger had set up five 
stores outside Germany. Despite being 
largely a European chain, Schrodinger 
realised that the real action was hap-
pening in Asia. 
With a bustling economy and rising 

income levels, India in particular, was 
emerging as the blue-eyed-
baby of retailing. It was 
only by the fall of 2014 that 
the senior management 
at Schrodinger drew up a 
strategic roadmap to make 
its foray into the Indian 
retail market. According to 
the road map, the company 
would focus on the four 
largest metropolitan cities 
in the country and try to 
understand the psyche 
of the Indian consumer. 
Schrodinger decided to 
make its foray into India by 
setting up shop in Arcadia, 
one of the largest metro-
politan cities in the country, 
which was at the forefront 
of the retailing revolution. 

Schrodinger identified seven pro-
spective location sites and Rohit C 
Suresh, Vice President, Real Estate, 
was expected to recommend to the 
management its first location in the 

country. The company operated in four 
formats – hypermarkets, supercenters, 
supermarkets and convenience stores. 
Hypermarkets, of which Schrodinger 
had 46, was the most operated and 
preferred format. 

However, the location of the first 
store was a crucial decision from 
the company’s perspective since the 
right location would give the right 
headstart to the company and set the 
foundation for future location deci-
sions. The location decision must take 

into account several issues, 
including convenience to 
customers and the compa-
ny’s revenue and profitabil-
ity goals. The store location 
requires a judicious mix of 
data techniques as well as 
an assessment of qualitative 
factors of the site for the 
final decision to be taken. 
Rohit had to make a presen-
tation for the senior manag-
ers of his company and he 
wanted to explore setting up 
a hypermarket. Which site 
must Rohit choose in Arcadia 
for Schrodinger’s first store 
in India?Prof. Smitu 

Malhotra

Prof. Narasimhan 
Raj Kumar

E.Schrodinger and its First 
Retail Store in India

A Small Entrepreneur’s Forward 
Integration Strategy

Prof. Anil 
Kshatriya

PROF. NARASIMHAN RAJ 
KUMAR, XLRI Xavier School of 
Management, Jamshedpur

PROF. SMITU MALHOTRA, XLRI 
Xavier School of Management, 
Jamshedpur

PROF. ANIL KSHATRIYA, Institute of 
Management Technology, Nagpur

WAYS 
TO

A crisis at the workplace can 
take many forms — there may 
be a reputational or litigational 
issue, or there may have been a 
natural disaster. It may also hap-
pen that decreasing revenue has 
led to cost-cutting and downsiz-
ing. During such times, the onus 
falls to organisational leader-
ship to plan the way forward, 
and reassure employees that 

Be Confident2
As a leader, you’ll be expected 
to show the way forward in 
tackling the workplace crisis, 
whatever form it takes. “Make 
interventions wherever re-
quired, and don’t be afraid to 
think outside the box for solu-
tions,” said Biplob Banerjee, ex-
ecutive VP - human resources 
and CSR, Jubilant FoodWorks.

3 Be Honest
Trying to sweep a crisis under 
the carpet and hoping things 
will work themselves out sim-
ply isn’t the way to go. “Meet 
employees personally to reas-
sure them that the crisis is be-
ing taken care of. Townhalls 
are also a great way to align 
action with a sense of positivi-
ty,” said Banerjee.

4 Face It Head-On
A collaborative approach to 

tackling a workplace crisis can 

make all the difference. “Set up 

a war room, gather the compa-

ny leadership and thrash out 

ways to handle the situation. 

Often giving a physical dimen-

sion to problem-solving will en-

courage employees to think 

Be Transparent1
Any kind of crisis, whether in-
ternal or external, will have em-
ployees worrying about how 
they will be affected.  “Commu-
nicate clearly and don’t hide the 
big news. Be transparent about 
the crisis, and act cautiously,” 
said Anish Sarkar, country lead-
er of Mercer India.

5 Ask For Help
Reaching out and asking for 
suggestions doesn’t make you 
an incompetent leader, it makes 
you a pragmatic one. “Asking 
peers, or even the company 
board, for their inputs can go 
some way towards alleviating 
the crisis,” said Sarkar.

Manage a 
Workplace 
Crisis

Sreeradha.Basu@timesgroup.com

Mumbai: Ecommerce continues to
top the Nielsen Campus Track Bu-
siness School survey as the most po-
pular career destination. Students
across 35 top B-schools voted it the
most preferred sector for employ-
ment for the second year in a row.

According to the survey, shared
exclusively with ET, as much as
30% of the students from the 2016
graduating batch indicated ecom-
merce as their top choice for emplo-
yment, about 2% higher than last
year. Banking, financial services
and insurance (BFSI) saw an incre-
ase in traction with 25%, or 4% mo-
re than last time, favouring the sec-
tor. IT, too, was picked by 25%, com-
pared with 17% last year.

“Ecommerce retaining its No. 1
spot as the most preferred sector in-
dicates how much of a foothold the
sector has gained. The nascency
that was initially attached to ecom-
merce has long since disappeared,
and today it has become a highly
employable sector,” said Ajay Ma-
caden, executive director at Nielsen
India. “Moreover, as the study fo-
und out, the opportunity to learn is
also driving B-school graduates to-
wards this space.”

While the FMCG sector saw 24% of
students indicating preference —
the same as last year — in terms of

overall popularity it has moved
down to No 4. Management consul-
ting was preferred by 23%, putting it
in fifth place in the survey that allo-
wed each student to pick up to five
sectors.

Despite FMCG slipping in the po-
pularity charts, sector biggie Hin-
dustan Unilever continues to main-
tain its status as the most preferred
employer for five years in a row, and
as a dream company across sectors
for the seventh year running.

“We believe in building a strong

relationship with the student and
academic community and invest se-
nior leadership time to bring alive
our employer value proposition on
campuses,” BP Biddappa, executi-
ve director-HR at Hindustan Unile-
ver, told ET.

Online retail giant Amazon soared
up to be at No. 6 in the campus recrui-
ter index (CRI), a huge leap from last
year’s spot of No 34. This is the first
time that an ecommerce company
has made it to the top 10 companies in
the 16 years of the survey.

“Our vision is to enable students
to be innovative and get encoura-
ged to take up challenging assign-
ments that are rewarding for their
career. Our engagements, inclu-
ding internships go beyond just hi-
ring with focus on enabling, facili-
tating and improving skills. Ama-
zon has several business i.e., ecom-
merce, cloud computing, devices
and content. This diversity offers
students the unique opportunity to
work across industries as well as
globally,” said Raj Raghavan, direc-
tor of HR at Amazon India. 

In the ecommerce space, other big
players including Flipkart and
Snapdeal have also gained ground,
moving up to 17th and 27th spots, re-
spectively, from last year’s 26th and
49th positions. CRI is the weighted
summation of companies' goodwill
across attributes.

According to the CRI rankings for
the year, the top 10 companies for
the 2016 graduating batch are HUL,
Google, Microsoft, HDFC Bank,
Aditya Birla Group, Amazon, ICICI
Bank. P&G, McKinsey & Co and Fa-
cebook. When asked about their
dream employer, respondents
across B-schools polled HUL
(15.2%), Google (14.8%) and Ama-
zon (12%) as the top three. The sur-
vey measures and monitors attitu-
des and perceptions of students in
relation to career preferences and
potential recruiters.

B-School Grads Again Pick Ecomm
as Most Preferred Sector for Jobs 

TOP 10 
COMPANIES IN TERMS 
OF CAMPUS RECRUITER
INDEX (CRI)

TOP 5 
PREFERRED 
SECTORS

BFSI (25%)

IT (25%)

FMCG (24%)

Dream Jobs for MBA Students
DREAM COMPANY

E-commerce 
(30%)

Management 
consultancies 
(23%)

HUL

Google

Microsoft

HDFC Bank

Aditya Birla Group

Amazon

ICICI Bank

P&G

McKinsey & Co

Facebook

HUL

Google

Amazon

HDFC Bank

ICICI Bank

Axis Bank

Microsoft

HSBC

McKinsey 
& Co

P&GSource: Nielsen Campus Track B-school Survey 2016
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New Delhi: IIT-Madras, IIM-Bangalore,
Manipal College of Pharmaceutical Sci-
ences-Manipal and Indian Institute of
Science-Bangalore topped their respecti-
ve categories in India’s first ever ranking
of higher education institutions released
by the government on Monday.

The rankings under the National Insti-
tutional Ranking Framework (NIRF) ha-
ve been carried out in four categories —
engineering, management, pharmacy
and university — in the inaugural year.

More than 3,500 institutes participated in
this edition, the process for which started
in December 2015. The objective of the ran-
king is to facilitate choice and enable hig-
her education stakeholders to make infor-
med decisions. “This is the largest ever glo-
bal exercise in terms of ranking ever done
and the first for the country,” Human Reso-
urces Minister Smriti Irani said while re-
leasing the India Rankings, 2016.

“The top rank is a reflection of the com-
mitment of the faculty, staff and students
of IIT-Madras towards fulfilling the
objectives of the Strategic Plan 2020 that
we have set for ourselves,” said Bhaskar
Ramamurthi, director of the enginee-
ring institute. Under the strategic plan,
the institute aims to increase its focus on
research and collaboration with the in-
dustry, among other things.

IIM-Bangalore’s dean-programmes, So-
urav Mukherji, attributed its top rank in
the management segment to its focus on
research.

In the universities section, Jawaharlal
Nehru University and University of Hy-
derabad, which have been the centre of
recent controversies, were ranked third
and fourth, behind IISc and the Institute

arch component is 40% and above. “In
NIRF, the weight to research is 30% bar-
ring universities where the research we-
ight is 40%,” said Kylie Chiew, regional
solution sales director-research manage-
ment, at Elsevier Research Solutions.
The research component is measured in
terms of the number of research publica-
tions, citations and patents.

“It is a great idea to have a country-spe-
cific ranking system, but these ranking
systems should be benchmarked with the
global ranking as the education system is
now global,” said Deloitte India director
Rohin Kapoor. 

The framework was drafted by a core
committee including National Board of
Accreditation Chairman Surendra
Prasad, IIT-Kharagpur Director PP
Chakraborty, IIT-Madras director
Bhaskar Ramamurthi and HRD mini-
stry officials. The National Bureau of
Accreditation has undertaken the task
of doing the ranking exercise, while the
validation and checking of data were
done by Elsevier.

According to Irani, colleges will also fe-
ature in the ranking from next year.

of Chemical Technology-Mumbai.
The ranking was done on the basis of pa-

rameters such as TLR (teaching, lear-
ning and resources); RPC (research, pro-
fessional practice & collaborative perfor-

mance); graduation outco-
me (GO); outreach and
inclusivity (OI); and per-
ception (PR). Engineering
and management have two
categories each – category
A that includes research
and teaching institutes
and category B for only tea-
ching institutes. But no ca-
tegory B rankings were re-
leased this year due to dis-
crepancy in data, the NIRF
website said.

“This ranking will now
make informed choices
possible. Parents and stu-

dents can now easily refer to the rankings
while opting for an institute in higher
education,” said human resources mini-
stry secretary Vinay Sheel Oberoi.

In case of global rankings like QS and
THE (Times Higher Education), the rese-

IIT-M, IIM-B, IISc Among
Top Education Institutions 
HRD ministry releases

the first ever list under 

the National Institutional

Ranking Framework
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This is the largest ever global exercise in terms 
of ranking ever done and the first for the country
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Universities offer formal and organised
higher education in a variety of sub-
jects. The primary objective of higher
education is to enable the students to (i)
acquire critical thinking, (ii) ability to
ask questions, (iii) synthesise informa-
tion and (iv) use the acquired knowledge
to find solutions to unfamiliar complex
situations. In the recent past, the yearly
announcement of world university
rankings has caught the public imagina-
tion and questions are being asked about
why Indian universities do not find their
place in the top rankings.

Very few know that there are nearly 50
world ranking systems for rating the
universities. Among them, the most
popular ranking systems are the Times
Higher Education World University
(THE) Rankings and the QS (Quac-
quarelli Symonds) World University
Rankings. Only 5% of the world’s 15,000
universities are included in these ran-
kings. Hiring organisations, prospective
faculty applicants, funding agencies and
more importantly parents are influen-
ced by the university rankings. By
reducing the entire university’s function
into a single number, the ranking sy-
stems have ensured that universities are
projected as corporate entities where
students are treated as customers.

The reason why Indian universities
do not appear in the top world ranks is
because the parameters that are used

for rankings are highly skewed to-
wards citations, publications in top
notch journals, presence of Nobel
prize winners, availability of large
endowments, presence of internatio-
nal students and faculty, online-based
popularity surveys and so on. While
many of these parameters are impor-
tant, for a country like India, with a
huge young population, it is important
that Indian universities not only focus
on academic excellence but on several
other factors too for them to become
more socially relevant. India should
evolve its own ranking system based
on a broader spectrum of parameters
in addition to academic excellence.

It is only recently that India has started
a National Institutional Ranking Fram-
ework in six broad categories: enginee-
ring, management, pharmacy, architec-
ture, universities and colleges. The
parameters used by NIRF for evaluation
are teaching, learning and resources,
research and professional practices,
graduation outcomes, outreach and
inclusivity, and perception. 

While this is a beginning in making
Indian educational institutes compete
with each other and excel, it is impor-
tant that we include additional parame-
ters to make these rankings more social-
ly relevant for a country like ours. 

Universities have the responsibility to
be inclusive and encourage diversity by
being accessible to the most disadvanta-
ged sections of society. They should
incorporate enough safeguards to avoid
any discriminative practices. Do Indian
universities ensure that their campuses
are safer for women and do they pro-
actively work towards gender equality?

Often very little attention is paid by the
universities to the physically challenged
students in terms of designing proper
access to the buildings and providing
appropriate tools to enhance their
learning. By looking beyond the stereo-

type mentality, universities should
provide equal opportunities to help the
students achieve their full potential. 

When universities become large, the
power consumption can be in excess of 10
MW per annum. Universities must
evolve a green policy for efficient ut-
ilisation of power and should necessari-
ly focus on self-sustainability, so that the
university’s power requirements are
met through renewable energy sources
such as photovoltaic systems. 

The ability of a university to adjust and
adapt to the changing pedagogical
approaches too is important. For ex-
ample, do universities put a special
emphasis on self-learning component in
their curriculum? Has the university
evolved techniques to provide suitable
guidance and resource materials to the
students to make self-learning an effec-
tive component of teaching process? 

Coupled with this is the need for conti-
nuous evaluation. The purpose of ex-
aminations and tests is to provide timely
feedback to the students to help them
navigate through their learning. Howe-
ver, if tests are conducted only in the
middle and end of a semester, they will
serve no useful purpose in helping the
students in altering their approach to
learning. For too long, our varsities have
produced job seekers. Why is that they
do not produce job creators? Do our
universities place enough emphasis on
entrepreneurial skills and create an
ecosystem which enables their students
to become startup wizards? 

As the Indian system of evaluation
evolves and when the Indian educational
institutes excel by competing with each
other to become role models for the rest
of the society for their teaching, rese-
arch and social commitment, the world
is going to take note of it. That is better
than getting into the ugly contest of
university hegemony promoted by the
elite clubs of universities. 

‘Need for India Specific
University Rankings’

Vice-Chancellor, JNU, New Delhi

Varsities have the responsibility to be inclusive by being

accessible to the most disadvantaged sections of society 
By Invite
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